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Concerns of youth in post-secondary education:
Context
Statistics Canada crowdsourced 100,000 post secondary students between April
and May 2020 on their respective financial concerns arising from the Covid-19
shutdowns.

Source: Statistics Canada, Impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on post-secondary students

Compiled using publicly available data from Statistics Canada and Higher Education Strategy Associates.
All errors are our own.
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Forty-seven thousand post-secondary students from the hundred thousand
surveyed put down student debt servicing as a major concern for them during
(and after) this pandemic induced recession.
Meeting financial commitments was the single most important concern for postsecondary students. The cost of education by way of meeting concurrent
expenses as well as past expenditures was a source of substantial worry for
many in post-secondary education, the 20-24 age group.
Such concerns cannot be ignored because this pandemic induced recession has
dealt a blow to Canadians’ household and individual earnings, especially the
youth. Why?
The youth face disproportionate monthly layoffs this time around which raise
fears of future lost earnings due to current unemployment…..

Source: Statistics Canada
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...magnifying concerns of student debt. Ordinarily, in a good year... the number of
outstanding student loans during 2018-2019 = 1.8 million borrowers.

But even during ‘good years’ we know that student loan repayment is difficult.
These concerns assume additional significance during these recessionary times
arising from the pandemic. Falling (and stagnant) family income, (under)
employment problems for youth especially and the increasing necessity to
acquire specialized education for competing in the labour market, all together
puts unseemly pressure on students.
Finally, while household savings have increased during this pandemic in
aggregate Canada-wide, this rise in savings has not occurred for all sections of
Canadians. Pressure on household savings arising for many Canadians who had
accumulated debt prior to the pandemic, coupled with downward pressure on
wages only further extends these concerns regarding opportunities for student
debt repayment.
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Difficulties with repayment in a 'good year'

Source: Statistics Canada. Trends in student debt of post-secondary graduates in Canada

An analysis of the National Graduate survey by Statistics Canada indicated that
the outstanding loan rate was 65% of all the student loans made in 2015, three
years later in 2018. The outstanding loan rate was higher at the college and
bachelors level, than for the masters+ level. Loan repayment was lower at the
lower degree/diploma levels.
Note that these figures do not indicate accumulated debt so there is no way for
us to know whether debt at Masters+ level includes unpaid loans from earlier for
graduates.
Finally, the amount debt (both outstanding and paid-up) increases with the level
of the degree in dollar terms. Especially worrisome is a difference of almost
$9,200 in debt at college graduation for students who were able to pay up and
those who did not three years later. The same pattern held for university
students. These indicate that students with greater borrowings appeared unable
to payback even 3 years after graduation!
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How many Canadian students receive assistance?

Source: Government of Canada, Canada Student Loans Program

Notably, the enrollment trend in post-secondary is accompanied very closely
by trend of financial assistance recipients. These two series are closely
correlated. The estimated correlation is 0.97. It would be interesting to see
whether financial aid increases follow increased enrollment from the
previous year or whether increased enrollment follows increased financial
assistance the previous year.
By 2019, the share of Canadian students receiving financial assistance went
up to 35% of all enrollees compared to 27% in 2009-2010.
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What kind of financial assistance?

Source: Government of Canada, Canada Student Loans Program

The trends between the different types of financial aid are
similar. In-study interest subsidies are the most widely used
assistance tools. The Canada Student Loan program is the only
assistance program showing some attrition between 2017-18.
There is considerable overlap in the recipients of
different products (grants and/or loans and/or
in-study interest subsidy) in the same year.
Grants remain the least used tools for
assistance. The dominant use of loans and
subsidies with interest payable raise concerns
surrounding student debt.
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Trouble with loans and subsidies: Student debt
Approximately half of Canadian graduates overall reported student debt at the
time of graduation.

Source: Statistics Canada, Trends in student debt of post-secondary graduates in Canada

The good news is that it has more or less remained constant since 2000. So
what is the problem? Again, the length of time it took students to repay the
loans in the recent past… With the pandemic, it is likely to take longer.
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Background: Post-secondary costs

Source: Statistics Canada. Table 37-10-0045-01 Canadian and international tuition fees by level of study

In current prices, domestic students incurred tuition expenses of $6,580 for
the academic year 2020-21. International students incurred tuition fees of
$32,019 that year to study at Canadian post-secondary institutions that year.
These figures are for degree granting universities and colleges only.
In real terms, while tuition rate inflation for domestic students was 0.9%
between the academic year 2019-20 to 2020-21, the general inflation rate
(year over) between 2019 and 2020 was 0.8%; tuition rate inflation for
domestic students was marginally higher than overall inflation over that time
in Canada.
For international students, tuition rate inflation was 6.3% over the same time
period.
See Issue 1. for enrollment trends of the same.
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The driver of PSE costs

Source: Statistics Canada. Table 37-10-0027-01 Expenditures of universities and degree-granting colleges (x 1,000)

Certainly wages & benefits form the biggest single contributor to costs in PSE.
They ranged between 58% of costs incurred in 2001, rising to their highest
levels between 2014-2017, and fell back to 59% thereafter by 2019. Total
expenditures have also risen since 2001 from around $17 billion to $32 billion
by 2019; almost double over 2 decades.
But so has enrollment!
Post-secondary enrollment rose from 1,440,168 students in 2001 to 2,155,425
students in 2019, a jump of around 50%. Wages and benefits have risen faster
than enrollment but this essentially means that there is capacity expansion in
post secondary education, as demand seen via enrollments has risen. In fact,
per capita salary and benefits has risen 25% between 2001 and 2019 (see
below).
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Source: Computed from Statistics Canada tables

As the share of international
students has increased in
Canadian post-secondary
institutions over the past two
decades as seen from pie charts
above, PSE staff salaries and
benefits per enrolled international
student rapidly declined since 2001.
This indicates that increasing
international student enrollment
covered salaries & benefits for
PSE’s in Canada because at the

same time, salaries and benefits
per domestic (Canadian and
permanent residents) student
remained constant despite an
increasing enrollment rate of
35% between 2001-2020.
International student enrollment
increased by 453%! - more than
a 4-fold increase since their
enrollment levels in 2001.
International students pay more
of the tuition (education and
instruction) bill than domestic
students.
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Source of pressure on students in PSE
Increased contribution from students... decreased contribution from
Government.

Source: Usher, A., (2020). The State of Postsecondary Education in Canada, 2020. Toronto: Higher Education Strategy
Associates.

Since 2006, (base year) we see that governmental contribution to university
income has not changed much. In other words, the governmental contribution
to education has remained more or less constant since 2006.
Not so for student contribution to university revenues…
Those have nearly doubled since 2006! Students contribute an increasing
share to university incomes through their tuition fees.
That is the source of worries regarding student debt arising from postsecondary education.

[1]Similar data from colleges and institutes is not as easily available for all time periods.
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Additional readings on this issue:
1. For an overview of issues + data in Canadian post-secondary
education, various issues: https://higheredstrategy.com/the-state-ofpostsecondary-education-in-canada-2020
2. For another data snapshot (may have a cost):
https://www.statista.com/topics/2863/education-in-canada/
3. For more on how Canada fares internationally:
https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/n1/en/pub/81-604-x/81-604-x2020001eng.pdf?st=coy_YcDy
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